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Cześć! Ahoj! Szia! Hello! Olá! Hallo!

Spring has arrived to the European continent. Days are longer and, somehow, so is the list of tasks and

activities  within  the  EDiTE project.  Different  kinds  of  workshops,  teaching,  writing  articles  and,  most

importantly,  working on the final  dissertation is all  part  of  the current engagements within the EDiTE

community.

Below are  the  featured  activities  in  the  past  two  months,  but  for  prompter  updates  you  are  always

welcome to visit our website or follow our activities on the social media.

Happy reading!

ONLINE WINTER SEMINAR

The long  anticipated  Virtual  Seminar  organised  by  Masaryk  University

team  in  Brno,  Czechia,  took  place  on  the  13  and  14  March.  EDiTE

researchers and supervisors from five universities came together, joined

by a number of guest keynote speakers, to better understand the distinct

processes  behind  dissertation  writing,  defending  and  surviving.  Guest

presenters included Vernon Trafford, Kari Smith and Pat Thompson, who

provided different insight into being a doctoral researcher, following the red

line of the dissertation writing process and developing a piece of research

that matters. The colleagues from Masaryk University, Roman Švaříček,

Michal Petr, Monika Sieberová, Lucie Škarková, Kari Smith, Pat Thomson

and Kristýna Vlčková, added to this with insights on ethics, dissemination

and outreach. Overall, the Seminar took the EDiTE community one step

closer to the Summer School which this year takes place in Budapest in

the month of June.

BACK TO REALITY: MAPPING THE CROSSROADS BETWEEN THEORY AND

PRACTICE IN THE INTERNATIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION RESEARCH



The next volume of a book is in the making, this time as a collaboration

between EDiTE and NAFOL. The call for abstract ended mid-March and

contributors are soon to get their writing hats on. The volume is titled Back

to  reality:  Mapping the  crossroads  between theory  and  practice  in the

international teacher education research, and can be expected by the end

of this year.

CONFERENCES

EDiTE was  represented by  Nikolett  Szelei  in  Dublin  at  the  Language,

Identity and Education in Multilingual Contexts (LIEMC) conference. This

was a great opportunity to disseminate findings about teachers’ realities in

multicultural  and  multilingual  school  context  that  Nikolett  has  been

investigating in Portugal. Read more here.

Taking a look at technology and innovative learning was this year’s topic

for the ATEE Winter Conference that took place in Utrecht in February.

Apart  from  discussing  innovation  and  technology  in  the  traditional

academic way, part of the conference was done by joined forces with the

Perfect  Storm  sessions  and  workshops.  Helena  Kovacs  was  there  to

discuss innovation and teacher learning and you can read more about it

here.

Marie Curie Alumni Association organised their 5th General Assembly and

Annual  Conference  in  Leuven,  Belgium  on  2-3  February.  The  event

brought together a large score of MSC beneficiaries, including early-stage

researchers,  individual  fellowship  holders,  supervisors,  administrative

support  personnel,  as  well  as  people  European  institutions,  from  the

industry and employment services. Helena Kovacs went to the event as

part of EDiTE in order to collect valuable information for the rest of the

community.

An  opportunity  to  mingle,  connect  and  present  research  with  people

outside academia is always a unique event. Malte Gregorzewski recently

had such an opportunity in Mainz, Germany, where he presented EDiTE

and some of his findings in an elevator-pitch-alike format in an attempt to

raise interest among leadership personnel from the private sector. Read

more about this event and discover all the interesting aspects it brought

up.

Another interesting event took place in Greece.  Vasilis Symeonidis was

invited  by  the  University  of  Western  Macedonia  to  give  a  lecture  on

European  trends  in  teacher  education  and  talk  about  his  research  in

Austria and Hungary. This connection is an interesting organic one that

provides more visibility to research and the EDiTE as a community. Read

more about it here.



LEARNING ACTIVITIES

At EDiTE we are at the stage where we are both learning and teaching. Actually, the two activities are

quite frequently intertwined.

The team at University of Lisbon has developed a Bachelor level course

called Educational Issues in Europe through which a large spectrum of

topic  is  being  examined,  discussed  and  deconstructed.  The  course  is

developed and implemented as a collaboration of eight researchers and

supervisors,  which  allows  for  a  potentially  high  level  of  learning  while

teaching.

Another interesting teaching course is being done at ELTE in Budapest

under the title called The Learning Teacher. This course is developed by

two of the EDiTE researchers and it is implemented as a blended course

combining traditional classroom “face-to-face” lectures and online learning

through virtual platforms and interaction.

Teaching is also an activity of the ESRs at Masaryk University, implemented through the course titled

Education  and  Schooling  in  the  21st  Century.  Students  attending  this  course  come  with  different

international backgrounds and experiences, and are invited to reflect on a range of relevant topics that the

course covers.

At  the University  of  Silesia  an interesting dialogue took place recently,

between the EDiTE community and Wieslaw Antosz who presented his

doctoral work on Constructing the Subjectivity of People with Intellectual

Disabilities. The occasion brought up a conversation about the impact that

some of the most notorious philosophers had on the dissertation work and

the  ambitions  after,  which  has  inspired  EDiTE  researchers  who  are

currently working through their dissertations.

OPPORTUNITIES

ATEE Annual Conference will take place this year in Gälve, Sweden, 20-22 August, and the call is open

for the abstracts on the overarching topic of A future for all = teaching for sustainable society. Have a look

at the call and submission details here.

Commonwealth Council for Educational Administration and Management (CCEAM) has opened a

call for abstracts for the conference titled Professional Learning: a leadership opportunity and challenge

which will take place in Malta, 13-15 November 2018. Interested? Have a look at it here.

Step Forward - Moving from Theory to Practice: a workshop organised by the international doctoral

students at ELTE will take place on 5 April and EDiTE researchers have been invited to participate by

sharing their experiences in doing research and publishing their work. The workshop is open and if you’re

around have a look at the event here.

Power Hour workshop on Effective Presentation: ELTE EDiTE is organising a two-day workshop that



will focus on hands-on tips and tricks that make presenting research more memorable. If you’re around

and interested in participating, drop us a mail before 8 April.

Meet EDiTE researchers

A frequent contributor to the EDiTE blog, A New Audacity, as well  as a

vicious advocate for equity in education, Ezra rarely lacks the words to get

his points across. In addition, he has a strong professional attachment to

English  language learning.  He  began his  career  in  2009  working  with

immigrant students in after school programs with AmeriCorps, a national

service organization in the United States. Finding his path, he then went

on to teach English as a Second Language in Shelby County Schools in

Memphis,  Tennessee.  His  current  research flips the script  and he now

works with EFL certified teachers immigrating to the Czech Republic to

teach English. We strongly suggest reading through Ezra’s blog posts and

leaving  comments,  but  for  more  interaction  he  can  be  also  reached

through email at ehoward@mail.muni.cz as well as through social media

such as FaceBook, LinkedIn and Twitter.

Lucie likes  to explore  snowy mountains and school  classrooms with a

similar passion. Her drive to adventure often takes her to some of  the

Czech, Slovakian and Polish mountains either for skiing or for hiking, but

professionally Lucie harvests the same energy to understand the grammar

of schooling principles, their resistance to change and their influence on

teachers,  students  and  parents.  Her  qualitative  research,

phenomenography, compels and motivates her to work tightly works with

schools, especially elementary teaching, as the most important experience

in  starting  obligatory  education.  Generally  Lucie  strongly  feels  that

teachers and schools deserve more attention from the society, so she will

be happy to connect and discuss these things via mail, or through social

media such as LinkedIn, ResearchGate and Facebook.

Spring greetings from EDiTE Newsletter Team!
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